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ABSTRACT 

This research does not intend to focus on effects of 

external radios broadcasting to Indonesia. Instead, it 

focuses on contents of news of 11 external radios 

broadcasting to Indonesia. 

Based on theories of international relations, 

international politics and international communication, such 

as those of Walter Lippmann, Kenneth Boulding, Richard 

Hofstetter, Dan Nimmo and Keith Sanders, J. David Singer, and 

Tomo Martelanc et a1., this research is guided by four 

hypotheses; (1) that contents of news are dominated by home-

state activity news, (2) that proximity shapes the new 

coverage; (3) that political themes dominated the news 

coverage, and (4) that news coverage mostly bear etnocentric 

biases. 

Findings show that data do not support hypothesis 1. The 

percentage of home-state activity news is only 25.6%. 

However, it should be mentioned that hypothesis 1 is 

supported by data from news coverage of Radio Tiongkok 

Merdeka (Radio of Free China) Taiwan. 

Hypothesis 2 is not supported when Asian news being 

observed. Non-Asian radios tend to cover Asian news much more 

than Asian radios. However, besides data from 9 radios 

observed, data from Radio Malaysia and Deutsche Welle support 
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this hypothesis 2. 

Hypothesis 2 is clearly supported by data of Afghan 

news. Proximity shows itself when data from Radio Hoscwa, 

Radio India, and Radio Beijing are shown. These three radios 

represent three states which are highly concerned to Afghan 

news. 

Indeed, almost all external radios broadcast political 

theme news (68%) much more than economic (11.4%) or other 

themes (20.6%). The data clearly support hypothesis 3. The 

only exception is Radio Tiongkok Herdeka (Taiwan) which 

covers economic theme news (40.7%) more than political theme 

news (34.4%). 

Afghan news of the 11 radios observed show biases of 

news coverage od the 11 radios. Data show neutral news are 

30.5%, less than unneutral news (69.5%). In other words, the 

data clearly support hypothesis 4. It should be noted that 

bias news coverage is much more often demonstrated by radios 

which are (political~ideological~strategically) closely 

related to the Afghan problems. 
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